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The Rationale for Self-paced Learning

The thoughts that follow seeks to convey what is perhaps the principal

rationale for the use of self-paced learning, whether in or outside of an

academic setting. No attempt is made to summarize critical evaltiation.s

of the approach; for this, the reader is referred to numerous studies, some

of the most recent of which are listed at the end of the paper. As with any

approach, it would be foolish to argue that it is always appropriate to

implement self-paced learning: For some teachers and for some students,

such an approach apparently is not ideal. For others, it is. It is in

relation to these latter teachers and students that the rationale for the-

use of self-paced learning is explored.
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Everyone who explores the world of learning is a student. If you are a

teacher, you offer your services as guide to some part of this world. A guide

guides best in a territory he himself has explored. Teaching linked to research

means this, at least.

The following thoughts are addressed to you, whether you are a student, or

a teacher, as well. I have found one of the many paths to learning especially

valuable, and so, it seems to me, have some of my students. There is nothing

novel about this approach, but we often neglect it to favor the glitter of the

newer "teaching technologies". So perhaps a rrminder is in order of a simpler,

effective form of learning which sees the locus of all that one learns centered

in the learner himself.

How much do you remember from your high school biology and

cherristry classes? Do you remember even the names of the literary works

you read in your English classes, to say nothing of what they were about?

Can you still recall the theorems - a half dozen of them? - that you proved

in plane geometry? And could you still prove the ones you can remember?

lf you are like most vople and if you are honest with yourself, answers

to these questions make it clear that we don't tend to rf.tnernber very much at

all of what we had drilled into tis once upon a time.
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On the ether hand, think of someting non-academic that interests you

personally: perhaps you have a hobsey, model construction, macrame., amateur

astronomy, etc. It is probably safe to say that you can recall very. close to

everything that you have found useful in the cpntext of your interest. The

passe.ge of time seems to impair your interested memory very little, if at all.

In other words, what you are interested in, and have learned on your own,

in your own terms, at your own pace, yc'i stand a very fair chance of remembering

years later.

Of course, what you can recall explicitly is not all that you have, it fact,

learned. You learned to speak, read, and write yournative tongue, but most of

us cannot remember learning the language. Can you remember learning long

division or some elementary electronics in high school physics? But we are

able to do long division now, can still make proper use of our language, and some

of us can still wire a lamp, even if we have forgotten the theory.

Skills frequently stay with us, while specific information does not unless

it is associated with interests we have cultivated ori our own.

This generalization seems to hold true for almost everyone. There are

rare exceptions of total recall, photographic memory, etc., but these abilities

themselves don't appear to be teachable or learnable. You have them or, like

most of us, you don't.

Academic education - as opposed to education outside the classroom -

.attempts to teach a student information and skins, and he is lucky ir

he can recall a good portion of that information by the tiine final exams
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swing around, and fortunate if he learns any skills at. all, much less finds he

still can use them several years later.

It is unfortunate that such a discrepancy should exist between academic

teaching and learning outside of the classroom on one's own. Isuch of the time

we spend in attending school profits us comparatively little; much of the

energy we expend and money we spend tend to be wasted - if future skill.

competence and recall of information are any standard of time, energy, and

money well invested. To paraphrase somewhat, an education is what remains

to us after we have forgotten everything we have been taught.

Students have been able to see this sad state of affairs before most

educators. Their discontent with the inefficient (Iv:rat:ter of much or most

of academic education has led students to appeal to the criterion of relevance.

But the criterion is very vague: Who knows what will turn out to be relevant

to later needs? The criterion of relevance in educatioa requires possession

of a crystal ball, which again most of us don't have.

Recently, some ed.-.cators have decided that the.:e are inequities built

into the academic classroom situation: Students have different abilities in

different areas and learn at different rates. They have different interests.

They are different people. But education requires and stipulates, sets up

requirements and prerequisites.... There are deadlines, uniform testing

procedures, well-defined hurdles many educators themselves couldn't jump

over anymore because, like their students, they have forotten much that hasn't

turned out to be rele.-ant enou.lh to remain On in their active cnerriories. They

are people, too.
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It is an understatement to say that it isn't easy to design a plan for

education that is thoroughly equitable. But a poor system can be made to

function better, though it will probably fall short of what is idea !. and therefore

not realizable.

We take this to be fundamental: Learning best means learning in a way

so that the time, energy, and money spent on education profit the student most

after actual classes are long past. Everyone learns best what he is interested

in and learns through his own effort, at his own pace. This is a basic truth

that seems incontestable. (Although there are always those who will deny

the most obvious! ) The question is then posed. how may academic education

be encouraged to reflect this fact about human beings?

Instead of listening, often with half a heart and half a mind, to a lecture1

to a steady input of techniques and ideas, and tryinct to motivate oneself to

1..e active in what is usually a passive learning situation, let us turn the tables

around. The assumption is that the teacher knows something the student wishes

also to know. He can assist the student to learn these things, or he can instruct,

and hope the student can learn what he has been taustht. The teacher can, then,

act as guru or task-master. You ET to a guru; you submit to a task-master.

You may learn from yourself vLith the guru's help, or you may be required by

the task-master to memorize what will quickly fade.

Of course not all teachers can be gurus in their ov.n areas of interest and

specialization. There are fine lecturers, And ?hey have a place. A good lecture,

for the appropriate student, who kno.s he is interested, has clear-cut ideas of ul-rat



he needs to learn, and happens to learn at the rate presupposed by the lecturer,

profits a great deal. But notice there has been some sleight-of-hand here:

The student has become his own task-master, and the fact that he happens to

be in a lecture situation is accidental and unimportant. The external task-

master, who cracks the whip in a deliberate lEact_sin situation, ha t. disappeared

for the "appropriate" student.

If one decides in favor of learning with a guru, the question of relevance

is shelved: You need to know in advance, at Jeast tacitly, that you want

something the guru has. You cannot suppose he will be able to tell you why you

should want what he can give. No one can give you this. In this western world,

we appeal to reasons, but reasons are relevant only to the ear that finds good

reasons, in advance, to be useful in walking the right path. The appeal to

relevance, when few have operational crystal balls, is meaningless. We have

inclinations, interests, potential abilities, talents, tastes, and the guru can

appeal to these, but they cannot be fabricated. Like the notion of total recall,

you have it or you don't; unlike total recall, most of us do have our interests

and our needs to guide us to the right gurus. Unfortunately, we don't pay

ourselves much heed.... It is understandable, then, that we will occasionally

find ourselves in the wrong learning situation, sitting with the wrong guru - a

guide in a territory we could care less about. Usually, it is for lack of attending

to our own interests and needs that we find ourselves wasting ournelves in the

wrong company. The rest of the tinit., it is convenient to blame externat

events for forcing us to learn %%hat is uninterestint! to us. The fact is, the

tylicher cannot legislate our inlerosts 1 inclinations, a:Itt atly pin h ,ay
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stick in groping, weak, or failing motivations usually has only a transitory

effect. It isn't his fault if we aren't interested in what he cart effer, while

even the most uninspiring teacher can i.,..part useful knowledge to the person

who has the inspiration of his own interests. The fault lies in another place,

usually quite close to home.

Self-paced learning is a compromise in a world in which, much of the

time, interests and ends are unoqually mated. The student is encouraged to

feel free to make use of the resources offered by the teacher, and he is

encouraged to set his own tasks. Assuming the student is relevant to the course

(anci ot the other way around!), the teacher can help the student realize some

of his relevant intet ests in the context of the class. What is learned in such a

situation stand the best chance of profiting the student when he is on his own.

To be more specific, consider a class for which there is a set of readings

which gives the course its principal content. If self-paced learning is emphasized

in the course, then what the student decides to read is left up to him. What pace

he sets for himself is up to him. What material he wishtes to assert his compe-

tence over, is up to him. How much he makes use of his opportunity to learn,

is therefore in his own hands (as it really has been all along).

Education is dominated, whether we like it or not, by concerns-which

are basically economic. A price is gradually placed on the head of each one of

us, and normally a more or less uniform yardstick is employed in setting the

prices. In other words, we are assessed for our real app:trent value. No,
one enjoys this part of the 4ante, and uo attempt is made to justify a characteris-



tic need in most human beings to have values, set values, evaluate, a nd

be evaluated, in turn. No justification is possible for the way things are; if

we wish to improve our understanding of the way things are and wish to alter

the way things are, we may be able to offer some justification for our proposals..

But the game at any point in time is always the way it is at that time, and, at

least for the time being, the game is normative, evaluative.

Which brings us to the matter of assessing learning: grading. If so

much is in the hands of the learner, how can grades be determined?

There are quantitative and qualitative assessments of minds and what

they learn. We will put quality first, since there is no point in learning

much poorly. Better less, well. In a self-paced course it is normal to give

a number of tests during the semester, or quarter. A student may take the

tests he feels he is prepared to take, and may have the opportunity io take

another, different test on the same material if he did not do well on the first.

A student passes a given test when he demonstrates that he has mastered the

material covered on that test. There is no point trying to define here what

OF mastery of material" specifies: a student knows when he attains mastery of

something, his teacher will know, and there are usually fairly well-defined

objective standards by means of which we determine wl-.en we do know these thinils-

It is normal, in a self-paced class, to tell studentsthat they must pass

a certain minimum number of tests to pass th(. class. If a student d(cides

to set moAe than minimal t4oals for himelf a:1d masters quantitatively inn re

material, then he i.aros a hi:Jler (.1rad,.
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To avoid the problem of giving alternative tests indefinitely, it can be

useful to allow a student to retake a test on given material at reasonable

intervals until the next scheduled test is given, at which time the preceding

test would no longer be available. This decision will have the effect, of course,

of reducing somewhat the self-paced character of the class.

In short, in a self-paced class, a sLacient is encouraged to decide which

and how many tests he wishes to pass, he is given a number of chances to

gain mastery over the material cover by a single test, he is encouraged to

select readings which relate to his interests, and he knows in advance what

evaluation cor ponds to the goals he sets for himself. (Obvious modifications

will suggest themselves for distinct fields of study.)

From this point of view, wLat a student derives from the experience

of academic education is his own affair; he establishes his own goals, makes

_ his own decisions, works at his own pacvvithin the limits prescribed

(whether by mortality or by the length of the term, depending upon how many

tests the teacher can endure scoring).

Self-paced learning responds only to requirements the stucl-nt undertakes

to meet on his own initiative. The approach accepts the maxim, "to learn

is to assert self-responsibility."

11
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For more detailed descriptions of self-paced learning in the context of

specific disciplines and for empirical evaluations of the effectiveness of
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